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Praying for (the) Community: Disasters, Ritual and Solidarity
in the Eighteenth-Century Dutch Republic
Adriaan Duiveman
Department of Dutch Language and Culture, Radboud University, Nijmegen, The Netherlands
ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Organised in the wake of disasters, early modern emergency rituals
were intended to persuade God to waive further punishment.
However, this article shows that these rituals were as much about
communities as about God. Based on a close reading of prayer day
letters, sermons, and instruction manuals from the eighteenthcentury Dutch Republic, it proposes a Durkheimian interpretation
of the rituals. For a day, participants collectively lived through an
emotional disaster experience. This experience was then converted
into (ﬁnancial) solidarity with the victims.

Disasters; solidarity; ritual;
religion; community

On the morning of the ﬁfth of January 1718, the inhabitants of the town of Groningen and
surrounding areas gathered in their churches. Many of them would not leave the building
before the end of the day. Together they listened to sermons, sang psalms, and prayed for
hours. The provincial authorities called for this prayer day after a severe ﬂood hit the region
on Christmas Eve. The inundation destroyed buildings, killed cattle, and took the lives of
around 2300 inhabitants of the Dutch province of Stad en Lande (currently Groningen).1
Preachers and moralists interpreted the disaster as a punishment from God. The prayer day
issued by the local government had to appease the Almighty and to prevent new disasters.
Rituals like these were not unique.2 Prayer days and similar ceremonies were a common
reaction to calamities in early modern Europe. By performing rituals, people tried to reestablish a sense of control in a frightening, chaotic situation. However, I argue that this was
not the only reason why the inhabitants of the Dutch Republic organised prayer days. In
communities hit by disasters, there was a need for an emergency ritual that generated both
social and ﬁnancial solidarity.3
In pre-modern Europe, votive Masses, prayer days, processions, and similar religious rituals were organised by governments and churches after a community was
confronted by a disrupting event, ranging from the death of a monarch to a natural
disaster.4 During Dutch prayer days, no one was allowed to work or entertain themselves from dawn to dusk. Instead, people had to engage in a communal act of prayer,
humiliation, and penitence.5 During the 1574 Synod of Dordrecht, Calvinist church
leaders agreed that a prayer day should consist of multiple church services, intense
prayer sessions, and fasting.6 Singing psalms was also part of the rituals, and songbooks
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included a list with suggestions for appropriate psalms on prayer days.7 Although
participants were not forced to stay between services, it was at least encouraged by
their ministers.8
Prayer days were announced by a government – town councils, province or States
General – with a prayer day letter. After 1713, the countrywide prayer days issued by the
States General became an annual event, usually organised on a Wednesday in spring.9
The Reformed churches participated, but also Lutheran, Remonstrant, Catholic and
Jewish communities.10 Shorter prayer hours (bedestonden) and special prayer days
were still organised by local communities after disasters.
Even though the annual national prayer day ceased to be a direct emergency ritual,
prayer day letters and sermons still evoked a sense of emergency. Expected future catastrophes and recent calamities, ordered by a justly angered deity, remained commonplaces.
Scientiﬁc explanations became more and more prominent, but many eighteenth-century
Western Europeans still interpreted disasters as collective punishments from God for the
sins of communities.11 In addition to providing explanations, various historians show that
this providential logic enabled people to practically deal with these horrible events.12
The lasting popularity of the providential interpretation of disasters could explain the
continuation of national and local prayer days in the wake of disasters. Another explanation could be the fact that the communal rituals were not only organised for purely
metaphysical reasons. Emergency rituals were as much about the horizontal connection
with fellow humans as the vertical communication with the divine.13
Since the 1980s, historians like John Bossy and Susan Brigden have – directly and
indirectly inspired by Émile Durkheim – explored the social history of religion and
religious practices in early modern societies.14 It has been convincingly shown that
religious rituals enabled communities to fund poor relief, punish antisocial behaviour,
resolve conﬂicts and express community identities.15 Ceremonies like Mass and
Eucharist structured and continued community life. However, communal religious
practices were probably even more crucial for a community when its state of normality
was interrupted by a calamity. Historian Susan Karant-Nunn is rather sceptic about the
community forging force of early modern religious rituals, but nonetheless acknowledges
that the threat of disaster may have ‘caused people of diﬀerent stations to cohere’ in their
churches.16 Yet, this social interpretation of religious practices has found little resonance
in the emergent ﬁeld of historical disaster research.
Although historians have paid some attention to emergency rituals, few also touched
upon their social function.17 The social function of emergency rituals, when acknowledged, is often interpreted as a (preventive) measure against the social unrest that follows
a disaster.18 However, this explanation does not correspond directly to ﬁndings in recent
disaster research. Sociologists, anthropologists and social psychologists observed that in
most disaster situations people are actually surprisingly solidary.19 Arguably, rituals
could generate and reinforce this solidarity.
Historian Peter van Rooden acknowledges the cohesion eﬀect of Dutch prayer days.20
He describes how a discourse of religious nationalism becomes increasingly prominent in
prayer day letters and sermons during the eighteenth century. Van Rooden traces the
ideology and moral message communicated by the Dutch governments and religious
authorities.21 Although Van Rooden’s discourse analysis is valuable, it does not explore
the ritual essence of prayer days and its signiﬁcant emotional eﬀects.
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Persuading God to waive further punishments was, to borrow sociologist Robert
Merton’s terminology, the manifest function of prayer days.22 As such, theological
discourses and explanations are prominent in prayer day letters and sermons. Despite
that, the rituals had a latent function that is less explicitly pronounced in the texts, but
that is still recognisable. Post-disaster prayer days fostered solidarity and created
a communal identity. To reach this identiﬁcation, participants of prayer day rituals
lived through a disaster experience. In the wake of catastrophes, the universal Christian
virtue of charitas was transposed to the victims, people with whom the ritual participants
were encouraged to identify.
As stressed by emotion historian Monique Scheer, (religious) rituals did not just
express the emotions of participants, but actually generated these feelings.23 Hence,
prayer days did not ‘soothe the people’s anxieties’ to prevent social unrest – as suggested
by disaster historian Christian Pﬁster – but evoked feelings of fear, grief, and despair.24
Paradoxically, these emotions could lead to solidarity, instead of social unrest.
The argument presented in this article is based on a close reading of three types of
sources: prayer day letters issued by local and national governments, prayer day sermons,
and prayer day instruction manuals. The analysed prayer day letters were collected by the
church historian Nicolaas Christiaan Kist.25 Furthermore, I gathered 27 prayer day
sermons that discuss natural disasters, covering a period from 1718, the Christmas
Flood, to 1788. The instruction manuals on prayer days are the most important type of
source, since they provide an overview of the ritual acts that constituted a prayer day.
The largest part of the source material is produced by orthodox Reformed ministers.
I found a few Remonstrant and Lutheran sermons, and only one Catholic homily.
A reason for the orthodox Calvinist emphasis is the fact that Reformed preachers
produced much more material than the other, marginalised religious groups. Since the
texts are mainly written by ministers, they do not necessarily reﬂect the complete
experiences of all the churchgoers. Personal perspectives of ritual participants are rare
and limited to few preserved diaries and letters.26 While keeping in mind the prescriptive
nature of the printed documents, the three types of sources provide nonetheless valuable
insights into the social mechanics of the ritual.
This paper begins by analysing the divine element of prayer days and why this aspect
cannot solely explain their lasting popularity in the eighteenth century. After that, it
focuses on the social functions of prayer days. The ritual formula of prayer days evoked
a strong sense of empathy with the poor in general and disaster victims in particular. This
sense of connection led prayer day participants to contribute generously to collections.
During prayer days, participants generated solidarity.

Pray to god, control nature
The ritual participants of prayer days acted out a world that possessed an inherent logic.27
The underlying theological premise of all the activities was that disasters were divine
interventions that followed sinful human behaviour.28 The exact relation between human
actions and their divine response was open to debate. Moralists blamed various sins and
various groups of sinners.29 However, they all perceived the underlying relation between
humans, God, and the disaster(s) as systematic. In the minds of medieval and early
modern people, there was an ‘economy of sin’ in which they all participated, historian
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Wolfgang Behringer argues.30 In this economy, there was a causal relationship between
‘input’ and ‘output’, i.e. sins and punishment.
Prayer day letters issued by the States General left no doubt about the cause of the
disasters that hit the Republic. These formulaic documents consistently stated that the
disasters should be perceived as ‘well-deserved’ divine punishments. Furthermore, many of
them warned for even bigger disasters, since the sequences of storms, ﬂoods, and cattle
plague outbreaks ‘make clear that God’s wrath due to the country’s pride is ignited and
that – despite his judgements – the sinfulness is rather growing than shrinking’.31 This
claim was consistent with the input-output principle. Even when preachers acknowledged
direct natural causes for a disaster, they assured their listeners that the underlying ‘primary
causes’ were metaphysical.32
The economy of sin oﬀered not only explanations for disrupting events, but also
solutions. In 1747, when a cattle plague epidemic hit the Republic, none of the secular
measures taken by the authorities seemed to work.33 Because of that, a prayer day letter
claimed the only remedies were prayers. As a kind of ‘anti-sins’, these acts of piety could
balance the economy of sins by rendering positive input. In the logically ordered world
that prayer days constituted, ritualised human actions could inﬂuence the world’s course
of events. Prayer days could provide people, both the directly aﬀected and the more
distanced spectators, some sense of control in a chaotic and unpredictable situation. It
gave them the opportunity to ‘manage’ disasters in a practical way.34
Nevertheless, the economy of sin cannot solely account for the lasting popularity of
prayer days during the eighteenth century. It was simply not that easy to reconcile actual
events with the economy of sins. During relatively prosperous years, the authors of
prayer day letters voiced a felt discrepancy between the in- and output: even though
the Dutch sinned more and more, they were not punished for it.35 Similarly mindboggling was the coincidence of punishment and blessing, for instance when the Peace of
Utrecht in 1713 heralded a severe cattle plague epidemic. In 1722, orthodox Reformed
minister Bernardus Smytegelt preached that ‘[we] are in peace with the people (. . .) but
now we are at war with God’.36 Prayer day letters and sermons instructed people to thank
God for the blessings and simultaneously beg him to end their despair.
Even to the most fervent believers, the economy of sin must have been a problematic
explanatory system for disastrous events.37 Besides confusing combinations of events,
orthodox Calvinists also had to ﬁt the rituals and their underlying logic of the economy of
sins in their teachings on predestination. If God had already outlined a plan for every
soul, how could rituals steer future sequences of events? Furthermore, some historians
doubt whether the providential interpretation of disasters was really that prominent in
pre-modern Europe.38 Outside the genre of pamphlets and sermons, they could seldom
ﬁnd references to providence in the context of disasters.39 If providentialism was so
problematic, was there more to prayer days that just their metaphysical goals?

Suﬀering as one
Since the pioneering work of Émile Durkheim on the sociology of religions, scholars have
become aware of the social functions of religions and their rituals.40 The anthropologists
Harvey Whitehouse and Jonathan Lanman have synthesised these researchers’ ﬁndings
into a useful theory.41 According to them, both religious and secular rituals aim to
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integrate an individual into a group. The level of integration achieved during the ritual
depends on the emotions a ritual evokes. Especially dysphoric emotions are important.
Distressing episodes can become lasting memories and part of the narratives we tell about
ourselves.42 When dysphoric emotions are experienced and shared, fellow suﬀerers are
integrated in one’s personal narrative. The identity of the individual and the group’s
identity then merge.
Once the individual recognises other group members as part of his or her own identity, the
individual is willing to make sacriﬁces for them.43 He or she shares resources or takes
personal risks for the sake of the group. Whitehouse and Lanman’s theory is very useful
for explaining the mechanisms and functions of early modern emergency rituals. I argue that
Dutch prayer days were organised in such a way that they would evoke highly dysphoric
emotions in all those participating. Although prayer day ritual could express emotions that
people already felt before they entered the church, the communal ritual at least strengthened
these feelings.44 The sense of shared identity created by these shared emotions could be
transformed into disaster solidarity: acts of (mutual) aid among those who identify with one
another, particularly in situations of exceptional hardship. Catastrophic events required
people to take certain risks in rescue missions and share their resources with victims.
Prayer day rituals were designed in such a way that their participants suﬀered.
Moreover, prayer day participants lived through the disaster experience. In the following
paragraphs, I will make three claims. Firstly, prayer days created an atmosphere that
resembled a post-disaster situation. Secondly, in this atmosphere, rituals encouraged
participants to share strong, dysphoric emotions. Thirdly, emotions created during the
ritual were converted into (ﬁnancial) solidarity. These processes combined made it
possible for congregation members to merge and act – one writer noted – ‘as one man’.45
Structuring the disaster experience
The labour of the prayer day was not only restricted to the actual date on which it took
place. The various instruction manuals for prayer days paid much attention to the
preparation.46 Eighteenth-century writer Jacoba Petronella Winckelmann stressed that
one should make sure that any work or other earthly obligations were dealt with before
the start of the prayer day, so one would not be bothered by lingering thoughts.47
Nothing should be on their mind other than the sorrow and guilt that were at the centre
of the rituals. This shows that prayer days were clearly contrasted with day-to-day-life,
not only in time and place, but also in sentiment.
Anthropologist Victor Turner argued that all rituals are liminal. After a short separation phase, the individuals participating in a ritual enter a world that is clearly distinguished from normal day-to-day life. In liminality, the participants are stripped of their
pre-liminal status and inhabit a realm in which the rules of day-to-day-life do no longer
apply. They are, in Turner’s words, ‘betwixt and between’.48 The ritual ends when
participants are reintegrated in the normal world.
There are striking similarities between the liminal state during rituals and postdisaster situations, notes anthropologist Anthony Oliver-Smith.49 A disaster can be
experienced as a rough separation from day-to-day life. During this separation, victims
feel deeply alone and socially disconnected.50 After this short period of intense loneliness,
a contrasting liminal phase follows. Turner posits that during a ritual’s liminal phase
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participants experience a strong sense of homogeneity and comradery.51 Modern-day
disaster research shows that similar patterns of interaction emerge after a disaster.52
The structure of prayer days is very similar to Turner’s ritual structure on the one
hand and Oliver-Smith’s disaster phases on the other. Various treatises instructed people
to start their prayer day with a social separation. They had to precede the rituals with
phases of isolation during which they could meditate on their sins.53 Just like the ﬁrst,
direct experience of the disaster, these introspective phases forced people into solitude.
The arrival at the church can be seen as the start of the liminal phase. This communal
part of the prayer day resembled a post-disaster situation in three essential ways.
Firstly, the fasting during a prayer day mimics the bodily experience of scarcity in the
wake of a calamity. The authors of treatises diﬀered in opinion on how strict people
should fast. Moderate Reformed minister Johannes Claessen claimed that the fasting only
meant that people should limit their food and drink intake and that they should abstain
from luxury food.54 Orthodox Reformed minister and hardliner Cornelis Brinkman was
far stricter. He argued that participants of the rituals should not drink and eat at all.55 The
minister criticised the people who compromised on fasting. Brinkman asked rhetorically
what would happen to them when they would be confronted with real scarcity.56 Here,
the minister connected the voluntary abstinence from food during a prayer day with the
experience of hunger that one can experience in a real post-disaster situation.
Secondly, the ritual space, the churches, reminded people of post-disaster situations.
Especially in the coastal and river areas of the Dutch Republic, the church was a refuge in
more than just a spiritual sense. After a ﬂood disaster in the area around the town of Zwolle
in 1784, one of the city’s ministers, Wilhelm Leendert Krieger, mentioned the presence of
refugees and their happily mooing cows in his church in a prayer hour sermon.57 Churches
were located on the higher grounds of villages and towns. In the case of an inundation,
inhabitants of these regions ﬂed with their families and cattle to the house of God.58
Just like the dangers of a ﬂood, the dangers of moral collapse forced people into
churches. Prayer day letters and sermons emphasised the urgency of the ritual and the
disastrous consequences of the sins of the congregation members. Disasters threatened the
whole community, and so did the moral crisis that – in people’s imagination – led to them.
Reformed minister Cornelis Rotterdam contended therefore that all members of the
congregation should participate.59 Even the infants who would lack any understanding
of the ritual had to be present. These children were also part of the sacred covenant between
God and the Dutch, Rotterdam claimed, and the ritual concerned them too.
The high numbers of the ritual participants, drawn to church by the moral urgency
and the accompanying social pressure, ﬁlled the ritual space. A commentator in the
spectatorial magazine De Denker [The Thinker] complained that the lack of seats was
even used by some as an excuse to skip the services.60 Claessen wrote that during
a prayer day the church should be ‘crammed with people’ (orig.: opgepropt). The space
was therefore very benauwd, which can be translated to both ‘having little space’ and
‘having little air to breathe’.61 This spatial experience during the rituals would have
mirrored a crammed church in a post-disaster situation. In both cases, people had to cope
with their mortal fears and each other between the church’s walls for a long time.
The third aspect is most striking: just like a disaster, prayer day rituals minimised
social diﬀerences between the victims. An example of this are the sumptuary regulations
that were in force during the rituals. The required humble clothing and the absence of
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jewellery, Brinkman wrote, expressed a communal sense of grief and submission.62
Clothing was an essential way of expressing hierarchical diﬀerences among people.
During a prayer day, however, plain mourning dress had to reduce status diﬀerences
among churchgoers. Meanwhile, the clothing articulated the hierarchical relation
between the submissive human participants on the one side and God on the other.
After all, Brinkman claimed, the rich and powerful can be just as sinful as the common
people.63 Just as people from all ranks were sinful, various preachers argued, God’s
punishment would stretch the whole social stratiﬁcation.64 People from all the ranks of
society had to feel the pressing guilt of their sins in equal measure.
During the eighteenth-century prayer days, participants lived through a disaster
experience. Just like disasters, prayer days created a sense of scarcity. Just like disasters,
the rituals drew people to their crammed refuge: the church. Just like disasters, the rituals
obscured social diﬀerences. Even though a prayer day could never totally evoke the
anguish of a ﬂood or city ﬁre, the participants could, to a certain degree, imagine and feel
how it would be. In other words, the ritual enabled them to suﬀer with the real victims.65
With the heart, with the mouth, and with deeds
A recurring concern in prayer day sermons is the fear that people could pretend their
repentance. One preacher even warned his congregation that spurious repentance would
only make God angrier.66 In order to be eﬀective, the penance of those participating in the
ritual should be ‘true’ or ‘honest’, not superﬁcial.67 Emotion was key here. In 1751, the States
General requested the Dutch nation to pray, confess, and thank with ‘unanimity of hearts and
mouths’.68 A similar phrasing can be found in a treatise by Brinkman. He argued that one has
to perform prayer day rituals ‘with the heart, with the mouth, and with deeds’.69 The
emotions of grief, guilt, and gratitude should not be mere acts, but true feelings.
The providential interpretations of disasters were highly emotional narratives, involving human grief and guilt on the one hand and divine anger and love on the other.70 The
whole ritual formula of prayer days was designed to help people feel all these emotions
thoroughly. The various elements of prayer days contributed to the integration of its
participants in an emotional community. Historian Barbara Rosenwein argues that such
a community deﬁnes ‘modes of emotional expression that they expect, encourage,
tolerate, and deplore’.71 During prayer days, it was very clear which emotions were
expected and encouraged: guilt, sadness, and a bit of gratefulness. The prescribed
collective feelings were provoked in two interlocking ways: by the rhetoric of the
minister, and by the emotional interaction among the audience members.
Prayer day sermons were full of emotion. The hours-long performance of the sermon
would have been an emotionally tiring exercise for both the preacher and his congregation.
Dutch Calvinist ministers were trained in communicating emotions in their gestures,
intonation, and pace during preaching.72 Unfortunately, these non-textual aspects are
lost in the printed sermons. Furthermore, the printed texts could also diﬀer signiﬁcantly
from the original, spoken versions.73 Despite these caveats, the printed texts still show that
ministers made strong appeals to their audiences’ emotions during prayer days.
A recurring emotional appeal made by preachers was based on a device known in
rhetorical theory as evidentia, vividness. Rhetorical theory held that speakers should
describe their topic so lively that the audience could ‘see’ it while listening.74 Vivid and
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elaborate descriptions of disasters can be found in many prayer day and prayer hour
sermons. In cases of ﬂoods, ministers elaborately described the dyke breach, the rise of
the water, and the desperate attempts of victims to survive. The aforementioned minister
Krieger described how the situation of the ﬂood victims near Zwolle must have been like.
He imagined their anguish, being ‘under a straw rooﬁng, in a wavering, isolated hut in the
middle of the water, (. . .) having to fear for every small wave’.75
Similar scenes could be found in the sermon of Johannes Mobachius that he preached
after his congregation in Delfzijl was hit by the 1717 Christmas Flood.76 The minister
described how families desperately ﬂed to attics and roofs when the seawater entered
their houses. Some even less fortunate victims had to hold on to the beams of their
ﬂooded homes. The descriptions forced the listeners to imagine themselves in the disaster
situation, feel the emotions of the victims and suﬀer with them. Furthermore, it reminded
the congregation members that they would be just as vulnerable when a disaster would
hit their town.
Besides the ministers and their rhetoric, another group provoked emotions in the
individual participant: the others in the church. As mentioned before, prayer day manuals distinguished solitary, introspective phases from a longer communal phase.
Concerning the latter, Brinkman stated that
[n]o one here should be ashamed about sobbing and mourning, no one here should restrain
tears and crying, because it is a public humility that we practice.77

Here, the author urged his readers to act out their guilt in public and show the feelings
that accompany their shame. An omnipresent God would have seen individual penitence,
so there was not a real need to perform their remorse communally. However, the public
element of the ritual made the guilt felt more strongly, since one did not only repent for
God, but also for one’s fellow community members. Winckelmann asserted that the
communal confession of sins was only logical: the individual’s sins added to the communal mass of sins, and hence contribute to the collective punishment.78 The communal
humiliation and repentance, Brinkman noted, was a deeply emotional experience. When
people shared this emotional experience, they created emotional contagion, since people
tend to mirror emotions.79 The public acts of grief promoted by Brinkman would
convince or even force others to join in the emotional experience.
The authenticity of emotions during the ritual was a source of anxiety. Tears travelling
from the interior to the exterior were seen as an ultimate proof of lived emotions.80
However, tears were not only the manifestations of sorrow, grief and guilt. According to
Brinkman, they also represented another emotion: love for the Dutch nation. ‘When the
true love for the fatherland glows in our hearts, we will be driven automatically (. . .) to
produce a ﬂood of tears,’ the minister wrote.81 In other words: the level of sadness people
generated was linked to their level of dedication to a larger community.82
The ritual participants collectively experienced a complicated mix of emotions.
Churches became emotional communities that encouraged and even enforced dysphoric
feelings. These emotions had theological meaning, because people assumed that by
experiencing these feelings God could be persuaded to forgo further punishments of
the community. As Brinkman implied, the crying individuals therefore also showed their
dedication to a wider community.
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Gifts of love
Brinkman argued that participants should confess their sins ‘with the heart, with the mouth
and with deeds’. This phrase can be traced back to the medieval theology of forgiveness that
distinguished three stages: contritio cordis (contrition of heart), confessio oris (confession of
mouth) and satisfactio operis (works of satisfaction). However, in this context, the phrase
related to more than just a relation with God and individual repentance. Despite their
vertical, theological meaning, the deeds expected from prayer day participants revolved just
as much around the horizontal solidarity with fellow humans.
By solidarity, I mean the acts of care and (mutual) aid among those who identify with
one another, particularly in situations of exceptional hardship.83 The aspect of identiﬁcation is what sets solidarity apart from somewhat overlapping modern concepts such as
altruism and compassion on the one hand, and contemporary terms such as neighbourliness and charity on the other.84 As argued before, victims of disaster tend to show
solidarity on the basis of a shared victimhood. Nevertheless, sociological research
shows that non-victims can also sympathise and even ‘suﬀer with’ victims.85 This
sympathetic identiﬁcation can be transformed to solidarity, such as organising rescue
missions and providing aid.
The main way by which prayer day participants acted out solidarity was prayer. Prayer
was a social act meant to serve the common good.86 Participants would pray to God to
ask him to help disaster victims and waive further punishments. Their ministers and
fellow churchgoers pushed them to pray for a group that was far larger than the already
crowded church. Brinkman stated that participants might have started to contemplate
the problems that confronted their inner circles.
Here, everyone may consider the mournful and harmful disasters that hit himself, his
household and his friends especially, and become emotional, but one should consider
mainly the general judgements.87

According to the minister, people were allowed to start thinking about the misfortune
that hit their immediate family and friends. Nevertheless, they should focus their attention on those ‘general judgements’ that hit the whole nation. Brinkman urged his readers
to move from identiﬁcation with the immediate community to a larger, imagined
community. As he phrased it elsewhere, people should ‘climb up’ their ladder of
solidarity.88 The fact that the people in a church performed their rituals simultaneously
with churchgoers all over the country – which was repeatedly emphasised by their
preachers – would have eased this empathetic leap.89
A plea similar to Brinkman’s is made by minister Petrus Abresch in his 1780
prayer day sermon. He described in detail the suﬀering of young fever victims in
Groningen.90 After that, he elaborated on the despair of those tormented by another
epidemic – the plague – in other regions and cities of the Dutch Republic. The minister
encouraged his congregation to mourn and pray for those who fell ill in their own city as
well as the plague victims in other Dutch towns. During Abresch’s sermon, the congregation’s solidarity was therefore stretched from their direct surroundings to the
boundaries of the Dutch Republic. The calls for national solidarity underline Van
Rooden’s argument that religious nationalism was at play during prayer day rituals.91
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However, the local and regional signiﬁcance of prayer days should not be overlooked.
Next to the national prayer days there were ad hoc organised prayer hours and regional
prayer days. During these rituals, the regional identity and solidarity could prevail over
the national. In the earlier mentioned sermons of Mobachius and Krieger – both for
locally organised rituals – the nation was not that important.92 The sermon of Abresch,
delivered at a national prayer day, combines both the local and the national perspective.93
In this case, these two perspectives were not mutually exclusive, but co-existed and even
strengthened each other.94
The local signiﬁcance of prayer days and prayer hours could be found more clearly in
another important element of prayer day solidarity: charity. One of the ritual deeds
expected by the repentant ritual participants was giving alms. Minister Rotterdam
speciﬁcally mentioned the ‘great gifts’ of congregation members during prayer days in
the province of Utrecht.95 Also in the province of Frisia, historian Jo Spaans shows, large
sums were collected.96 She attributes this to the high attendance and a certain degree of
social pressure. Spaans suggests that the ‘special service’ before the actual collection could
also have helped spark generosity. My analysis indicates that this was indeed the case.
The aforementioned Christmas Flood prayer day was issued by the provincial authorities of Stad en Lande, not by the national States General. In the accounts of the
diaconate of the Reformed Churches in the town of Groningen, the oﬀertory proceeds
peak sharply in 1718.97 A large segment of the exceptionally high number – 29,136
guilders, almost double the average of the proceeds of the ﬁve years before and after –
would have been collected during the prayer day. In the resolutions of the provincial
government, it is mentioned speciﬁcally that the diaconate provided aid for victims of the
ﬂood disaster.98 Charity has always been regarded as an important Christian virtue, but
the generosity of the congregation peaked when confronted with refugees in town and
corpses on the ﬁelds. This was not just religious duty, it was solidarity.
Stad en Lande and the city of Groningen were regularly hit by extremely cold winters,
epidemics, and inundations. These events temporarily increased the number of poor that
was dependent on the support from the town’s diaconate.99 The collections of the
diaconate, including those during prayer days, were essential in the provision of the
necessary relief. However, the collections also had another function. The Groninger
Courant of Tuesday 24 March 1789 did not only report the total sum of the last
prayer day in Groningen, but also the numbers in Rotterdam, Utrecht, and
Amsterdam.100 Similarly, a newspaper from Haarlem also printed the revenues of the
annual prayer day on 19 February 1778 in Utrecht, Dordrecht, and The Hague.101 The
Groninger Courant stated even the exact diﬀerence between latest the collection sum and
the one from the year before. The fact that this detailed information ended up in
a newspaper published on the other side of the country, means that it mattered to
readers. The numbers told them something about their communities.
Just like the ritual tears, ritual generosity could convince God of one’s conversion.102
In the Christian understanding of charitas, one’s love for God, one’s love for other
humans and God’s love for humankind were deeply connected. Minister Rotterdam
could therefore claim that the charity of Dutch people during prayer days was not only
a hopeful sign of human virtue, but also a blessing from God himself.103 This metaphysical interpretation notwithstanding, collection contributions also functioned as a way to
show one’s dedication to the wider community. Both Brinkman and Claessen called alms
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collected during prayer days nothing less than ‘gifts of love’.104 Besides showing oﬀ one’s
individual generosity, the collective resource pooling also manifested the generosity of
the whole community. With this charitable ritual, communities of ritual participants
could reinforce their congregational identities.105
An unique series of sources from Groningen shows how this generous self-deﬁnition
worked. During the latter half of the eighteenth century, publisher Jacob Bolt issued onesheet publications after the annual prayer day. On these sheets, Bolt listed the Bible texts
that were used by the preachers in the various Reformed and Lutheran churches followed
by the yield of their collections. At the end of the list, all the collections are added up. On
the right side of the sheet is a longer list with all the collection sums of the past decades.
Each of the sheets published by Bolt contains a short poem. While all these poems
delved into the deeply felt shame and repentance, some also referred proudly to the
enormous sums collected for the needy. A poem published by Bolt in 1770 did little eﬀort
to hide its self-congratulatory tone:
[It] was Groningen, the place at which, in full strength
The piety, love and virtue, unite as friends106

Verses like these not only claim that the Groningen town dwellers were devout, but also
that they were loving and virtuous, in other words: solidary.
Groningen was not the only town where the collection ﬁgures of the various churches
were made public. In a 1791 treatise, a theologian complained about this nation-wide
prayer day practice. The phenomenon would lead to competition on ‘the fame of muniﬁcence’ between the congregations and cities, he warned, and it was at odds with the
Christian duty to give alms discretely (Matt. 6:2–4).107 His condemnation shows that
collections gave the various communities the opportunity to manifest their identity. It
showed their inner cohesion and their dedication to the wider social whole of the city and
the nation.108 This probably explains why Bolt published this annual collection ‘score
board’. The sheets were not about piety alone. They also expressed the communities in
nothing less than hard guilders, stuivers and pennies.

Conclusion
This paper argues for a Durkheimian approach to early modern European emergency
rituals. Underneath the manifest function of these rituals – persuading God to waive
further punishments – was a latent function that was just as, if not more, important. In
other words, the horizontal, social element of prayer days was probably more important
than its vertical, metaphysical perspective. This article presents Dutch eighteenth-century
prayer days as a strong case for this argument.
Dutch prayer days did not just ‘soothe anxieties’. In line with Whitehouse, Lanman, and
Scheer, I propose the opposite: anxieties and dysphoric feelings were generated by the bodily
experience of scarcity, the spatial experience of crammed church, the fearful content of sermons
and the shared emotional experience of the participants. Following the theory of Whitehouse
and Lanman, I argue that the dysphoric emotions experienced by participants led them to
identify with both their fellow suﬀerers in the church and disaster victims elsewhere. During
the ceremonies, prayer day participants lived through a post-disaster experience in the liminal
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space of the mourning church. The collective experience of ritual suﬀering was transformed
into solidarity that could be stretched from the local to the national.
Despite the insights of the social history of religion, this social interpretation of religious
practices has found little resonance in the emergent ﬁeld of historical disaster research. Votive
masses, processions and prayer days have been interpreted as last resorts for vulnerable
communities without the recourses and technologies to deal with hazards eﬀectively. Some
recent publications in modern-day disaster research, however, indicate that emergency rituals
are not per se a result of a community’s lack of resilience.109 With regard to eighteenth-century
Dutch prayer days, I go one step further. Prayer day rituals were actually an eﬀective way of
being resilient in a situation of crisis. As such, they did not only express the ‘norms, values,
beliefs, legends, and myths’ a community held about the calamity.110 By generating solidarity,
also ﬁnancially, these rituals were actually instrumental in a community’s process of coping and
recovery.
This study focussed on eighteenth-century Dutch prayer days, reﬂecting mainly the
Reformed side of these rituals. Nonetheless, its ﬁndings invite disaster historians to approach
premodern emergency rituals diﬀerently. The social history of early modern religion has shown
that rituals structured the continuation of community life. Catastrophes interrupted this state
of normalcy, and rituals could be even more crucial under these circumstances. In post-disaster
situations, emergency rituals like the Dutch prayer days did not signify communities’ vulnerability, but their resilience.
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